ABSTRACT The modern and future communication systems demand higher data rate exceeds current capabilities. Faster-than-Nyquist (FTN) signaling is a promising technique for the reason it can improve the spectral efficiency. This paper deals with the receiver design for FTN signaling equalization in nonlinear channels. To handle the correlated noise samples induced by FTN signaling, we use the auto-regressive process to model the colored noise. Moreover, due to the nonlinearities, the complexity of receiver becomes prohibitively high. To reduce the complexity, we linearize the Volterra model and formulate the considered system as linear system. Then, based on the factor graph and message passing framework, the FTN symbols are detected with low complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed low complexity receiver can achieve similar performance of Nyquist signaling while increase 25% data rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communications has played a major role in the modern societies. At present, Nyquist signaling which ensures intersymbol interference (ISI) free data transmission has been adopted widely. However, with the rapid development of communication applications, the future networks have requirements for higher data rates. To satisfy the requirement, several technologies have been raised in the literature, such as massive multiple-input multiple-output [1] , ultra dense network [2] , faster-than Nyquist (FTN) signaling [3] and so forth. Amongst these methods, FTN signaling which is expected to improve the spectral efficiency has attracted interests in the recent years.
FTN signaling initially proposed by Mazo in 1970s is proved to transmit more data symbols in the same bandwidth while achieving similar BER performance of Nyquist signaling. The main difference from FTN and Nyquist signaling is in FTN signaling, more symbols are transmitted in the same time interval. As a result, the shaping pulse is no longer orthogonal with respect to the symbol period T . Since the symbol period is packed, ISI is introduced, which leads to a challenging detection problem at the receiver side. To deal with the intentional ISI caused by FTN signaling, several methods are proposed. Barbieri et al. [4] investigate the optimal packing ratio from the perspective of channel capacity and devise a low complexity successive interference cancellation (SIC) detector. However, the SIC detector regarding the interference as noise causes certain performance loss. In [5] , a near optimal receiver is presented using reduced search based method. A factor graph based linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) algorithm is proposed in [6] to eliminate the interferences as well as the colored noise and the receiver side. Sugiura and Hanzo [7] propose a low complexity frequency domain equalization (FDE) receiver structure, which can operate in the context of FTN signaling transmissions. Nevertheless, the colored noise at the output of matched filter is not taken into consideration. In [8] and [9] , the colored noise is modeled by autoregressive process and two receivers were designed for doubly selective channels. Shi et al. [10] considered to approximate the autocorrelation matrix of colored noise by a circulant one to tackle the colored noise and then proposed an FDE algorithm.
However, the concentration of cyclic prefix in FDE will decrease the efficiency. A joint channel estimation and detection algorithm was devised in [11] for frequency selective fading channel that intentionally separated the ISI induced by FTN signaling and fading channels.
On the other hand, in digital communication systems, the nonlinear distortion induced by the (de)modulation process and power amplifiers should be suitably compensated. Since the symbols are interfered by nonlinear combinations, the channel equalizer discussed before will suffer significant performance degradation especially when the nonlinearity is severe. The common used AM/AM-AM/PM characteristics is suitable for modeling a memoryless/quasimemoryless channel [12] . Nonetheless, in practical communication systems, the memory effect should also be taken into account. There are several models in the literature to describe both the nonlinearities and memory effects, e.g., polynomial model [13] , Wiener model [14] , Hammerstein model [15] and Volterra model [16] . The Volterra model which can be regarded as a Taylor series with memory effect has a more generic expressions and is applicable in different nonlinear systems. In what follows, we will consider the Volterra model.
With Volterra model, the optimal maximum a posteriori sequence detector using BCJR algorithm is derived in [17] . However, it requires an exponential complexity to obtain the exact a posteriori distribution. To this end, several low complexity receivers are developed for nonlinear channels by extending [18] . In [19] , a linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) based algorithm is proposed to counter both nonlinear and memory effects. Using factor graph, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) equalizer is proposed in [20] . In [21] , a merging message passing algorithm [22] is used to express the extrinsic information from equalizer by canonical parameter.
This paper addresses iterative receiver design for FTN signaling in nonlinear channels. Considering the colored noise at the output of matched filter, we resort to a pth order autoregressive (AR) process to model the noise samples. Then it is able to detect the symbols using factor graph and message passing framework. Nevertheless, computing the marginal distributions need integrating all other interfered symbols as well as nonlinear combinations, which is intractable to obtain closed-form solutions. Monte Carlo methods, e.g. particle filtering [23] can solve this problem but cause huge complexity. To develop a low complexity algorithm, we linearize the nonlinear channel and modify the corresponding factor graph. Compared to existing works, the main contributions of this paper are as follows,
• An iterative receiver is developed for FTN signaling in nonlinear channels, which is the first work within the knowledge of the authors.
• To reduce the complexity of conventional nonlinear channel equalizer, the channel model is linearized using Taylor expansion. Consequently, we are able to reformulate the problem into a linear state-space model and construct a vector form based factor graph.
• Gaussian message passing (GMP) method is implemented on the factor graph, which enables a low complexity iterative equalization. Expectation propagation algorithm is further utilized to restrict the discrete extrinsic information to Gaussian. Simulations are performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The results show that the proposed algorithm for FTN signaling has nearly the same performance of Nyquist signaling in nonlinear channels. At the same time, 25% more symbols can be transmitted. Moreover, compared to the high complexity particle filter based equalizer, the proposed method can reduce the complexity significantly with small performance loss, which is attractive in practical applications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the system model of FTN signaling and nonlinear channels in Section II. In Section III, the proposed combined BP-MF algorithm is presented. In Section IV, we show and discuss the performance of proposed algorithm via simulations. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Notations: We use boldface capital letter to denote a matrix while boldface lower-case letter for a vector. Superscript * , T , H and −1 denote the conjugate, transpose, Hermitian, and the inverse operator operations, respectively; and ⊗ denote the Hadamard and Kronecker product operator; · denote the inner product of two vectors; CN (x, m x , V x ) denotes a complex Gaussian distribution of variable x with mean m x and variance V x ; W x = V −1
x denotes the weight of variable x; ∝ represents equality up to a constant normalization factor; E is the expectation operation; A ij is the (i, j)th element of A.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the system model are comprised of three parts, i.e., transmitter side, nonlinear channel and receiver side. 
Where 0 < τ < 1 is the FTN packing ratio and T 0 is the symbol period under Nyquist criterion. As the shaping pulses g(t) is nonorthogonal with respect to τ T 0 , intersymbol interference is introduced. Obviously τ = 1 corresponds to the Nyquist signaling. A smaller τ results in higher data rate at the cost of severer interference between symbols. Theoretically speaking, the number of ISI taps of FTN signaling is infinite. However, it is possible to choose only finite number of channel taps as
which will lead to negligible performance loss.
B. NONLINEAR CHANNEL

Then the signal transmits over a nonlinear channel h(t).
The Volterra model is widely used to model nonlinear systems with fading memory. Since even-order terms fall out of the frequency band, the nonlinearities are of odd order [24] . A nonlinear system with discrete input s(n) and output y(n) is described by the low-pass equivalent Volterra model as
with y i (n) being
Generally, a mild nonlinear channel can be modeled by three order Volterra series as
where h 3 klm denotes the third-order Volterra coefficient.
C. RECEIVER SIDE
Assuming the transmitter and receiver are perfectly synchronized, the received signal is formulated as
where w n is additional Gaussian white noise (AWGN) with power spectral density N 0 . The received signalr n at the receiver side is matched filtered by p * (t) to maximize the SNR. At the output of the matched filter, the n-th sample can be expressed as
where
(7) can also be expressed in a vector form as
Without loss of generality, the received signal r n can be rewritten as
is a column vector comprised of the entries h 3 klm .
III. MESSAGE PASSING RECEIVER DESIGN
In this section, a low complexity message passing receiver is developed for FTN signaling in nonlinear channels. In section III. A, we will show the p order AR model of the colored noise samples. Then the linearized channel model is presented in III. B. Based on the AR model and linearized channel model, we construct a state-space model and represent it on a vector form factor graph. The passing messages on the factor graph are derived in section III.D, where all messages are parameterized by mean and variance (weight) values. Finally in section III. E, the extrinsic and intrinsic log likelihood ratio are presented.
A. AUTOREGRESSIVE MODEL OF COLORED NOISE
Due to the correlations between noise samples, the observations are also correlated. Hence equalization should be performed after collecting all observations, which exhibits a huge complexity. Whitening filtering is usually applied to decolor the noise [25] at the expense of increasing complexity. To overcome this problem, we employ AR model to approximate the colored noise. According to [26] , the P-th order AR model of colored noise sequence {ξ n } is formulated as
where a = [a 1 , . . . , a P ] T is the AR parameters andξ n−1 = [ξ n−1 , . . . , ξ n−P ] T denotes the correlated noise samples. Usually, the parameters a should be estimated in order to build the AR model. Herein since Q is known, the autoregressive VOLUME 6, 2018
parameters a can be obtained from Yule-Walker equation as
σ 2 w is the variance of white noise.
B. LINEARIZED NONLINEAR CHANNEL
Based on (6) and (11), it is possible to describe the nonlinear channel equalization problem by trellis and BCJR algorithm is implemented to obtain the a posterior probabilities (APPs). However, the huge computational complexity makes it intractable in practical applications. Here we propose to linearize the nonlinear terms f (s n ) in channel model based on Taylor expansion around the previous estimatesŝ n , which is given as
However, the definition of complex differentiability is quite stringent, which is given by the Cauchy-Riemann equations [27] . For the function f (z) = |z| 2 , z ∈ C, f (z) is differentiable exclusively at the point z = 0. Therefore we introduce the following corollary, 
can be computed by treating z * as a constant in g and
is computed by treating z as a constant, respectively. The proof of above corollary can be found in [28] . Then, when calculating the derivatives, the partial derivatives are performed with respect to the complex arguments s n rather than its real and imaginary part individually. The Taylor expansion is formulated as
with the constraint g(s n , s * n )
Based on (16), equation (10) is rewritten aŝ
wherer n = r n + 2h
With the notation x n and s n , we have the state transition model
where the related parameters are given as
Similarly, (11) is reformulated as Based on the linear state space model in (8) , (18) and (22)- (26), we can construct the corresponding Forney style factor graph, which is depicted in Fig. 2 . On the factor graph, there are edges representing unknown variables and nodes representing the relationship between variables. Since on Forney-style factor graph, an edge can connect as many as two nodes, we use equality node to denote the same variable that connects several factor nodes.
D. GAUSSIAN MESSAGE PASSING
For the constructed ''block diagram'' factor graph, Gaussian message passing (GMP) method [29] is an efficient tool to calculate the means and variances (covariance matrices) of variables. 1 The basic update rules of GMP have been derived in [29] and summarized as follows,
Moreover, the messages passed the conjugate operator node I has the expressions as,
It may happen frequently that the variance of a message does not exist due to the singular matrix. Under such circumstances, we use the transformed means and weights (weight matrices) to parameterize the messages.
The notations − → · are used to denote the message passing along the arrow direction while ← − · denotes the message passing opposite the arrow direction, respectively.
Assuming the incoming messages are Gaussian distribution with parameters − → m x n and − → V x n , the messages − → m x n and − → V x n are given as
Consequently, we have
and
where ← − W x n and ← − W x n ← − m x n are given as
In a similar way, the backward mean and covariance matrix ← − m x n and ← − V x n are obtained as
Having (29)-(34), the outgoing parameters for x n+K are
Consequently, the forward messages to channel equalization part are given as
. Channel equalization involves the messages related to s n and s * n , which are given as
(42) VOLUME 6, 2018 Similar to (35) and (36), the backward messages ← − m s n and ← − V s n are given by
where the parameters are obtained in the same way as (29) 
Then it is able to calculate the messages ← − V s n and ← − m s n as
Now consider the forward messages. According to GMP rules, the messages − → m s n and − → V s n can be expressed as
And the backward messages ← − m s n and ← − V s n follows,
The messages related to s * n can be derived similarly as in equations (49)
-(52).
It is noted that the correlation between colored noise samples does not affect the first order moment. The means of messages with respect to ξ k are − → m ξ n = ← − m ξ n = E[ξ n ] = 0, ∀k. Therefore only the variances (covariance matrices) of messages should be calculated. The variance
Finally, all messages on the factor graph are determined as Gaussian. Then the extrinsic information from equalizer are fed to the channel decoder. After decoding, the channel decoder outputs extrinsic log likelihood ratios (LLRs), which are converted to incoming messages − → m x n and − → V x n . The complexity of the proposed algorithm is dominated by the matrix inversion operations, for a matrix A ∈ R P×P , calculating its inverse requires a complexity of O(P 3 ). Therefore the total complexity is O(NL 3 ) for a N -length symbol block.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of proposed message passing receiver is evaluated via Monte Carlo simulations in this section. We consider a coded FTN system with rate-5/7 convolutional code. The encoded bits are interleaved and mapped to QPSK symbols and the length of transmitted symbol block is N = 1024. The sequence of transmitted symbols passes through a root raised cosine shaping filter, having a roll-off factor α = 0.4. The carrier frequency is f 0 = 2 GHz and the symbol period is T = 0.2µs. The nonlinear channel model considered here is the one proposed by [30] , which was given by r n = Fig . 3 demonstrates the bit error rate (BER) performance versus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the proposed algorithm. For comparison, we also illustrate three methods, namely, linear equalizer, approximated linear channel case and MMSE equalizer. In the proposed algorithm, we set τ = 0.8 as packing ratio. The linear equalizer case considers only ISI channel along with FTN signaling, which is plotted as bound. The MMSE equalizer in [31] is extended to the considered FTN signaling. And the approximated linear channel case only exploits the first order term in the Volterra model to perform equalization. It is seen that the proposed algorithm outperforms the approximated linear channel case significantly by considering the third-order terms. Compared with the MMSE equalizer, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is reduced. Nevertheless, the performance loss is negligible since soft information are used in the proposed algorithm. Moreover, to verify the effectiveness of expectation propagation (EP) method, the performance of the method that approximates the prior information to Gaussian directly is depicted. We can observe that as EP method use also the extrinsic information, the performance is improved. In Fig. 4 , we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with different packing factor τ . The performance of Nyquist signaling over the same channel is depicted as a benchmark. It can be observed that the performance degrades with smaller value of τ . When the packing factor τ = 0.8, the proposed FTN receiver can attain the BER performance of the Nyquist signaling. Even when τ = 0.6, the performance gap is as small as 0.7dB, which shows the FTN signaling can transmit more than 25% data than the Nyqusit signaling while achieve the same BER performance. We further consider a 16QAM modulation system. The packing ratio is still τ = 0.8. The performance of different algorithms are illustrated in Fig. 5 . We can see that the performance loss of the approximated linear channel case becomes severer. This can be explained by the fact that in 16QAM, the nonlinear effect is severer than QPSK and the ignorance of higher order coefficient leads to significant performance loss. The proposed algorithm can still attain the MMSE algorithm and the linear equalizer. Compared to the Nyquist signaling, the FTN signaling has negligible performance degradation while increasing the data rate. With much lower complexity, the proposed algorithm is more attractive in practical applications compared to the MMSE algorithm. In Fig. 6 , the BER of the proposed algorithm versus the number of iterations with different E b /N 0 are proposed. We can see that for both modulation schemes, the proposed algorithm converges after running a few iterations. Moreover, the proposed algorithm converges slower in the 16QAM case than that in the QPSK case. This is because the nonlinear effect in 16QAM is severer and needs more iterations to eliminate the interference.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we developed a low complexity message passing receiver for faster-than-Nyqusit signaling in nonlinear channels. With linearization of the nonlinear Volterra channel model, we reformulated the considered problem by linear state space model. A vector form factor graph is then constructed based the state space model. Since all messages on the factor graph are parameterized by their means and covariance matrices, the complexity of the proposed receiver is reduced. Simulation results show that compared to the conventional nonlinear channel equalizer, the proposed receiver has much lower complexity while with only small performance degradation. Moreover, with the proposed FTN receiver, 25% more data symbols can be transmitted than the conventional Nyquist signaling while preserving the BER performance. 
